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his studies he showed a thoroughness that commanded my respect and 1862-1870
admiration.  And I remember him more especially in the School Debating
Society as one, who besides having decided opinions on most subjects,
appeared to have taken the greatest pains to ascertain the facts that were
the basis of his opinions ; and also as one of the few, the very few, who
could plunge into an intricate and involved sentence with such an artistic
prescience of what he had to say, that all the members of the period fell,
as it were, into harmonious co-operation, so that in the end he brought
his hearers to a full and satisfactory, a logically and rhetorically complete
and weighty conclusion, without any sacrifice of point, force, and, above
all, of clearness.*'
The last sentence is in form as admirable an illustration of the art
which it describe^ as it is in substance a just and sensitive appre-
ciation of Asquith's gift of speech in one of its salient aspects.
As a classical scholar Asquith was rather strongly and finely
competent than freakishly endowed. What his tutors discerned,
was the application of an extraordinarily muscular intelligence to a
subject for which it had a marked sympathy rather than the uncanny
specialised aptitude of a Jebb or a Murray. He himself would have
acknowledged more than one superior in this field amttfig men of his
generation at Oxford (e.g. the late Lord Milner), though he was
probably as good a scholar as any one of his year. His command of
the English spoken word was on a different tolane. It was consum-
mate. Time no doubt brought increase of knowledge, ripened
judgment, mellowed the severity of youthful intransigeance, rounded
certain angularities of manner and of outlook. Yet there is an
astonishing consensus among qualified judges who listened to him
at different peridds, that in the pure technique of speaking he
excelled as much, and on just the same lines, at the age of nineteen
or twenty as at any time later in life. The power of presenting
complex or intractable matter with effortless lucidity, the massive
but beautifully proportioned architecture not only of the sentence
but of the paragraph and the speech as a whole, the gift of gathering
the whole weight of the body behind each dialectical blow, the
destructive strain of irony and humour, the dignified, resonant
Latinised diction, the rejection of claptrap and fustian, the capacity
for capturing not a word which would express his moaning
adequately, but the word which alone would express it perfectly—
those, the distinctive qualities of his oratory in manhood and
middle life, seem to havo been present not merely in thoir germ, but
almost in their maturity in his debating debuts at the City of
London School and the Oxford Union*
John Carpenter, a mediaeval officer of the Corporation of London,

